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Abatraet-This paper is devoted to a study of mathematical properties of certain mixed finite element 
approximations of linear boundary-value problems, and the application of such methods to simple 
representative problems which are designed to test the validity of the theory. In particular, the Oden-Reddy 
theory[l, 21 is studied in some depth. An alternate approach to convergence questions, suggested by certain 
theorems of BabuSka[3], is also devised, and predictions of the two theories are briefly compared. As a 
result of this investigation, a number of criteria for using mixed methods in practical problems are 
identified, and it is shown that these criteria are supported by both theoretical arguments and by numerical 
experiments. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Oden and Reddy [ 1,2] considered problems of the form 
s T”Tu+Au=f (1.1) 
where A L 0, A is not any eigenvalue of - T* T, and T* is the formal adjoint of T. Equation (1.1) 
governs an important class of problems in mathematical physics, including some problems in 
solid mechanics[4]. Oden and Reddy demonstrated that a general class of mixed variational 
problems can be identified by decomposing (1.1) into the following canonical pair 
Tu = v 
T*v+Au= f 
(1.2) 
and reformulated this pair in the form of a variational or weak boundary-value problem. By 
then constructing Galerkin approximations of (1.2) in which the trial functions are generated 
using finite element methods, a family of mixed finite element methods is obtained. Oden and 
Reddy then approach the problem of convergence of such mixed methods by developing 
extensions of the classical notions of consistency and stability of numerical methods. We 
describe precisely these notions later in the paper. The principal advantage of this approach is 
that it leads to a general framework in which all Galerkin methods for linear problems can be 
found. From a practical point of view, it leads directly to a priori error bounds for both of the 
quantities approximated. In the present work, we review certain aspects of the Oden-Reddy 
theory, and we provide some additional results that make possible a more precise identifica- 
tion of properties of the approximation. 
At about the same time the Oden-Reddy theory was pubhshed, a penetrating expose on 
mathematical properties of finite element methods was published by Babugka and Axiz[5] 
which provided a number of general methods for determining error bounds for finite element 
methods. While the work of BabuSka contains nothing on mixed methods, it is clear that the 
breadth of the theory should be sufficiently large to include certain theories on mixed 
approximations. We show in this paper that, in fact, this conjecture is true. We describe basic 
elements of what we shall refer to as the Lax-Milgram-BabuSka theorem and show how this 
theorem can be used to develop a theory for mixed approximations. Surprisingly, there are 
certain aspects of the Babushka theory that differ from the Oden-Reddy theory. We discuss these 
differences and point out advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 
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In addition, we consider some simple numerical examples which demonstrate various 
properties of mixed finite element methods. In particular, we devise examples wherein both 
weakly stable and strongly stable models, in the sense of Oden and Reddy, are obtained. We 
also compute the exact errors and compare the computed rates of convergence with those 
predicted by both theories. Finally, we list the major conclusions reached during the course of 
this study. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, R” denotes n-dimensional Euclidean space, fl denotes an open 
bounded domain in R” with boundary 80, and 9,(R) denotes the space of all polynomials of 
degrees I k defined on R. 
Let W be a Hilbert space, then its associated inner product is denoted by (.,*)w, and its dual 
space by W. By 11.11 w, we denote the natural norm of W generated from the inner product (+,*)w; 
i.e. /-llw = (-;)“‘. 
In application to physical problems, we generally use a special class of Hilbert spaces called 
Sobolev spaces H”(a), m is a non-negative integer, defined by H”(n) = {u: D”u E L,(Q), V (L 
such that 1~1 I m} with the inner product 
D”uD” v dx. 
Here we have used standard multi-index notations[6]: dx = dxr dxr.. . dx,, Ial = 
a,+u2+ * - - + a., and 
For convenience, we use the shorthand notations (*,*)m and I[$,, for (*,*)Hmcn, and Il*I(Hm(n), 
respectively, on occasions when they will not cause any ambiguity. We note that Ha(n) = 
L2@), the space of all square integrable functions on 0 in Lebesgue’s ense. 
Another type of Sobolev space encountered in the study of boundary-value problems with 
homogeneous boundary conditions is &“(a) = {u: u E H”(R) and D%(x) = 0, x E ~~, V a 
such that Ia( 5 m - 1). 
A class of finite dimensional spaces S,(Q), OC h 5 1, is referred to as an Shk9m(R)-family if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) S,,‘Yn) C Hm(fl), OS m < k + 1, 
(ii) $%(a) c Sh’“(n)$ 
(iii) for every u E H”(n), s -> 0, 05 r 5 min (s, m), and for each fixed h, there exists a 
U E &““(a) and a positive constant C, independent of K and h, such that 
where u = min (k + 1 - r, s - r). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Lax-M&ram-BabuSka Theorem [3,5,6]) 
Let B(-;) be a bilinear form on W+ W, W and W being Hilbert spaces, such that 
(9 lB(Y, Y)lw 5 MllYllllj$h 0 < M < Q), v y E w 1 E @ (2.1) 
(ii) 
inf 
YEW 
sup IB(y. Y)lz Y > 0, 
lvlw- 1 
JET? 
Uih?~l 
(2.2) 
(iii) (2.3) 
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If F is a continuous linear functional on W, then there exists a unique element y* E W such 
that 
B(y*,Y)=F(Y) VJE* (2.4) 
and 
This generalized Lax-M&gram Theorem is fundamental to the paper. In applications, we 
often have W = W. 
Let S be a subspace of W and let the Galerkin approximation of the solution y* of (2.4) be 
Y* E S such that 
B(Y*, P)= F(Y) V FES (2.5) 
where B(.;) and F(e) are of the same forms as in (2.4). By Theorem 2.1, we know that the 
Galerkin approximate problem has a unique solution if the following conditions hold: 
(i) 
(ii) 
MY, ~)II:MdlYllwllP’llw, OcMocw, V Y, PES 
inf sup IB(Y, F;)lrr>O 
YES 
UY(ly=l J!g21 
(2.6j 
(2.7) 
(iii) 
(2.8) 
THJZOREM 2.2 [6] 
Let B(.;) satisfy conditions (2.1-2.3) and (2.7,2.8). Let e E y* - Y*, where y* and Y* are 
solutions of (2.4) and (2.9, respectively. Then, 
Ilell~~(If~)lly*- Pll, V FES (2.9) 
where M and r are constants in (2.1) and (2.7), respectively. q 
3. THE ODEN-REDDY THEORY 
3.1. General comments 
This section contains two parts. The first part is a brief review of the Oden-Reddy theory of 
the mixed finite element method. The second part, a study on the Oden-Reddy theory, is the 
first topic of the paper. 
3.2. A review of the Oden-Reddy theory 
The Oden-Reddy theory is an analysis of mixed models for boundary-value problems of the 
form (l.l), which can be decomposed into two problems (1.2). It is assumed that T: % + “v, 
T* : qr)+ W, where Q’ and v are the dual spaces of Hilbert spaces % and “v, and T* is the 
formal adjoint of T, i.e. T* is defined by a generalized Green’s formula 
(T*v, Loqc = (v, Tub + VU, v),n VI&E%, vES/’ (3.1) 
where (a;)% and (.,s)~ denote the duality pairings on %’ x cp1 and v x Sr, respectively, and 
I( U, v)an is a bilinear form defined on restrictions of u and v to the boundary aR. Space ‘Y is chosen 
to be the pivot space; i.e. the following identifications are made: gr = ‘?f, (.,.)v = (.,.)v. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that % C 9f so that we have the inclusion property Q C ‘v = V c W. 
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Let &, be G-dimensional subspace of 91 with a basis {&}gr, which is constructed using 
finite elements {O,}$r_,. Then the mesh parameter is h = max {diameter of fl,; e = 1,2,. . . , E}. 
likewise, let JY, be H-dimensional subspace of ‘Y with a basis {or)E,, which is constructed 
using fmite elements {flr}F_, with mesh parameter 1. Then, we can define orthogonal projections 
II,, of % onto &, and P, of ‘Y onto jy;. Let {#}& and {o~}EI be the biorthogonal bases of {4i}El 
and {o,}~,, respectively[7]. Then the projections of any element u E % onto JCl,, and any element 
v E Y onto & can be expressed either in the forms 
where ui = (#, u)%, b’ = (v, oI)~, or in the forms 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where ai = (I(, q&, br = (v, W)V. 
Definition 3.1. A pair of functions (U*, V*) E A,, x jls is a mixed finite-element/Galerkin 
approximation of the boundary-value problem (1.1) if it satisfies the following mixed model 
P,TU* = V* , I-IhT* V* + AU* =rIj#f. (3.4) 
0 
Here, the projection II,, has been continuously extended from 91 to W. Eliminating V* from 
(3.4), we obtain a single equality 
l-I,+T*P,TU* + AU* = l-llf. (3.5) 
Let (u*, v*) be the exact solution of (1.2), which is assumed to exist and to be unique for the 
present. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1.2) will be discussed in Section 4. 
The approximation errors of the mixed model (3.4) are defined by e. = u* - U*, e, = v* - V*. 
The interpolation errors corresponding to subspaces &, and JIS for any u E 91 and any v E Y 
are defined by E,, = u - l&u, E, = v - Pp. 
Dejinifion 3.2. The mixed model (3.4),is said to be consistent with (1.2) if 
ii llE& = 0 V w E % (3.6) 
lii 1jE& = 0 V w E ‘v (3.7) 
and if there exist positive constants MO and MI such that 
llWwllr = M,llwllsr V w E Q (3.8) 
IlhT*~llw 5 A4,ll w/Iv V w E Y. (3.9) 
cl 
Dejinition 3.3. The mixed model (3.4) with A = 0 is said to be strongly stable if there exist 
positive constants No and N, such that 
llWJ-b4lv 2 Ndlk& V w E Q (3.10) 
Ill-IkT*P,wllq, 1 N,IIP,wl[y V w E Y. (3.11) 
0 
Definition 3.4. The mixed model (3.4) is said to be weakly stable if there exists a positive 
constant B such that 
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~~rIJ*P,TII~W + ArI,W~~9(~ 2 j3llrI~W~~9, v w E % (3.12) 
but it is not strongly stable. 0 
Let Ah and N, be members of S,,““(fl)-family and S?“(Q)-family, respectively. Then, with 
consistency and 
mixed modeis. 
THEOREM 3.1[2] 
If the mixed 
that 
stability defined above, we have the following theorems on error estimates for 
model (3.4) is consistent and weakly stable, and T, T*, and the data are such 
42 c H”(n), src HP(fl), (Id*, o*)E H”(n) x H’(Q) c H”(n) x HP(R). (3.13) 
Then, there exist positive constants Cr, Cz, Cs, and Cs such that 
l141m 5 Gh”llu*lls + G~cII~*llt 
l141p 5 CMl~*llr + GVllu*IIs 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where 
a=min(k+l-m,s-m), p=min(r+l-p,t-p). (3.16) 
0 
THEOREM 3.2 [8] 
If the mixed model (3.4) with A = 0 is consistent and strongly stable, and T, T*, and the data 
are such that (3.13) holds then there exist positive constants C,, Cr, and cs such that Q 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
where u and CL are as given in (3.16). 0 
For a given problem, s and t depend upon the smoothness of the data. For example, if the 
data is infinitely differentiable, then s = t = m. For a given boundary-value problem, the 
determinations of s and t involve the theory of regularity[6,91. Sobolev spaces C and 
‘V are the spaces in which problem (1.2) has a unique solution, which will be discussed in 
Section 4. 
3.3. A study on the Oden-Reddy theory 
Oden and Reddy’s definitions of the consistency and stability of the mixed finite element 
method, which are in rigorous mathematics, are very convenient for processing in a mathema- 
tical theory. However, given a mixed model, it is not obvious at all whether it is consistent or 
stable or not with respect o Oden and Reddy’s definitions. Some work needs to be done to fill 
in the gap between these definitions and mixed models to make the Oden-Reddy theory more 
applicable. The first topic of the paper is to do some of this work. Only the stability of the 
mixed finite element method is concerned here. 
Some interesting facts arise when Ai,, and A’, have different dimensions in a mixed model. 
Let G and H be the dimensions of Ah and N,, respectively, in the mixed model (3.4), and let the 
approximate solution (U*, V*) be such that 
(3.19) 
for some coefficients a*’ and b,‘. Then, by (3.1, 3.3), we reduce (3.4) to matrix forms 
Aa=Bb, Cb+ADa=f (3.20) 
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A= [(or* T4j)"YIHxG a = {a*%- 
B=br,wbI~x~. b=Vd~ 
C = [(Th ~J)V + U4i9 WJ)dGXH 
D = I(& 4ihlCxGv f = {(f. dddG 
Eliminating b from (3.20), we obtain 
(3.21) 
Ka=f (3.22) 
where the global stiffness 
K = CB-‘A + AD 
isaGxGmatrix. 
(3.23) 
LEMMA 3.1 
The mixed model (3.4) is not weakly stable if the global stiffness, K, is singular. 
Proof. If K is singular, then there exists some nontrivial solutjon a # 0 to the homogeneous 
equation Ka = 0. That is, there exists some w E % such that lThw# 0 but 
(rIhT*P,T + A)IIhW = 0. 
However, this violates the notion of weak stability (3.12). 0 
LEMMA 3.2 
The mixed model (3.4) with A = 0 is not strongly stable if Cb = 0 has a nontrivial solution. 
Proof. There is a nontrivial solution to Cb = 0 means that there exists some w E ‘Y such that 
P,w# 0 but 
rIkT*P,w = 0. 
However, this violates the second requirement of strong stability (3.11). 0 
THEOREM 3.3 
The mixed model (3.4) is not weakly stable and has no solution if 
(i) H c G, 
l or 
(ii) A > 0 and -l/A equals any eigenvalue of the matrix (CB-‘A)-‘D. 
Proof. (i) Let A = 0; then, from (3.23), 
K = CB-‘A. 
Therefore, the rank of K 5 min {the ranks of C, B, and A} I min {G, H}. However, the order of 
K = G. Therefore, if H < G, then the rank of K < the order of K, so that K is singular and (3.22) 
has no solution. 
(ii) Let A ~0; then, from (3.23), 
K = CB-‘Afl + A(CB-‘A)-‘D) 
which is singular and (3.22) has no solution if H < G for the same reason as Part (i), or if -l/A 
equals any eigenvahre of (CB-‘A)-‘D. 
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By Lemma 3.1, K is singular implies that the mixed model (3.4) is not weakly stable. 0 
From Theorem 3.3, we know that we must pick G 5 H in order to be able to solve the mixed 
model (3.4). The next question is whether or not a larger H will give a better approximation 
when G is fixed. Theorem 3.4 below shows that this is not always true. 
THEOREM 3.4 
The mixed model (3.4) with A = 0 is not strongly stable if G < H. 
Proof. If G <H, then Cb = 0 has a nontrivial solution from the result of linear algebra. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2, the theorem is proved. cl 
Since the dimensions G and H of Ah and N, are critical to the stability of the mixed model, 
it is important o make clear what they are. In a more engineering terminology, G and H are the 
degrees of freedom of the approximations of u and u, respectively, in the mixed model. For 
example, consider the boundary-value problem 
-un=x3, O<xCl 
u(0) = u(1) = 0. 
Let’s divide the interval [0, l] into four elements and use linear and cubic Hermite polynomials 
for the approximations of u and 11, respectively. Then, G = 5 X 1 - 2 = 3, where 5 is the number 
of nodes, 1 is the degree of freedom at each node, 2 is corresponding to the two constraints at x = 0 
and 1. Similarly, H = 5 X 2 - 0 = 10, since there are two degrees of freedom at each node for 
cubic Hermite elements and there is no constraint imposed on u. Therefore, G <H and this 
mixed model is not strongly stable by Theorem 3.4. We will return to this example in Section 5. 
4. AN ALTERNATE APPROACH 
4.1. General comments 
Now we come to the second topic of the paper, an alternate approach to the theory of the 
mixed finite element method. Consider u and u together as a single variable, i.e. an ordered pair 
(u, u); then the two field variables in the mixed model of (1.2) become a single field variable and 
the whole theory of the conventional finite element method can be applied to analyze the mixed 
finite element method. In particular, the Lax-Milgram-BabuHka Theorem is applied to deter- 
mine the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the equivalent variational problem 
of (1.2) and its mixed model. Finally, an alternate a priori error estimate for the mixed finite 
element method is obtained using some results of the theory of the conventional finite element 
method. 
4.2. Variational formulations of decomposible boundary-ualue problems 
The equivalent variational problem of the mixed boundary-value problem (1.2) used in the 
Oden-Reddy theory is to find (u, u) E % x ‘V such that 
where 
B((U,T), (a, 6)) = F(D) v (P, a) E % x gr (4.1) 
B((u, u), (a, a)) = (Tu - u, iQy+(T& u)y+ A(u, P)sc +I-(& v)sn (4.2) 
F(C) = (f, i&L. (4.3) 
Let W = ‘@ = % x Y and y = (u, u) E W, y = (a, 5) E W, then (4.1) can be written in the more 
compact form 
B(y, J) = F(y) v y E w. (4.4) 
It is obvious that W is a Hilbert space with the inner product (y, j% = (u,.fi), + (u, &, since 
{%; (.;)a) and V? (e;) y are Hilbert spaces. The natural norm on W is defined by llyilk= 1 
ll~lli + Ibv. 
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Problem (4.4) is called an equivalent variational problem of (1.2) since it is precisely the 
condition for the vanishing of the first variation of the function defined as 
J(YPiB(YTY)-nY) VyEW 
4.3. An application of the Lax-Milgram-Babushka Theorem 
Consider linear boundary-value problems with homogeneous boundary conditions. Then, 
P(.,.)an = 0 or equivalently (T*o, u)~ = (Tu, U)Y by (3.1). Then, (4.2) reduces to 
B(y, f) = (Tu - u, 6)~ + (Tii, u)v + A(# P)o. (4.5) 
THEOREM 4.1 
If there exist positive constants L)i and L& such that, V u E %, 
llT& = ~zblh 
(4.6) 
D,~~uII~ s llTullv when A = 0, Dillull$~ IITull-J’ + llullk when A > 0 
then B(.;) defined by (4.5) satisfies (2.1-2.3) and then there exists a unique element y* E W 
such that 
B(y*, f) = F(f) V f E W (4.7) 
where B(.;) and F(s) are defined by (4.5) and (4.3), respectively. 
Proof. 
I&Y, Y)l s I(Tu - u, &I + IV6 u)vl + A/h, hiI 
= IlTullvll~llv + lbll~ll~llv + llT4l~bll~ + ~~lullwllSll~ 
S Qbllrllv’llv + ll&-kll~ + ~l~lhlbll~ + Albll&lh 
= MCllulld -t ll#,“?ll@u2 + ll~ll~*)“~ . 
= Mllv II~ll~ll~. 
Therefore, (2.1) is satisfied. 
Pick j = (2~. Tu - u); then 
B(y,j)=(Tu- u, Tu - u).v+(2Tu, uh-+2A(u, u)gl 
= IITullv’+ II+‘+ 2~1bb” 2 rllullw’ 
where 
y=min(l,D,‘) when A =0, y=min{l,D1~min(l,2A)} when A >O. 
Therefore, 
sup Y.BEW 
WY, y)l = IB(Y, 
Since B(.;) is symmetric, we have immediately 
sup 
Y.iEW 
(NY, Y)lz 
which implies (2.3). 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
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,YE$ MY, A- 2 4Yllk + IlAlk, = rllYllwll$v 
which implies (2.2). 
By the Lax-Migram-Babushka Theorem, problem (4.7) has a unique solution. cl 
Let & C % and JV, C ‘If be members of Shtm(fI)-family and S:#(R)-family, respectively. 
Denote A,, x N, by S,,,. Then, the Galerkin approximation of the solution y* of (4.7) is Y* E S,,, 
such that 
B(Y*,Y)=F(Y) VYESh, (4.8) 
where B(+;) and F(n) are defined by (4.5) and (4.3), respectively. 
THEOREM 4.2 [lo] 
Assume (4.6) holds and 
NJ C R={TU VUEJt,,}. (4.9) 
Let P be an orthogonal projection from R onto N, and let 
If v# 0, then there exists a unique solution to the approximation problem (4.8). 
Proof. It is obvious that 
IB( Y, F,I 5 Ml Yllwll % 
since & C % and JV, C K Therefore, (2.6) is satisfied. 
Pick Y=(U,V)and P=(2U,PTU-V);then 
B(Y, f)=(TU- V,PTU- V)v+2(TU, V),+2A(U, U), 
= II VII: + 2Al1 ~llv* + U-K PWV 
since ( V, TU - PTU)v = 0. However, 
SO that 
(TV, PTU)v = IIPTUIIy’z vIITUlly’ 
where 
B( Y, p, = I-11 Yllw’ 
r=min(l, vD,*) when A =O, r=min{l,D,.min(v,2A)) when A >O 
which is greater than zero if v# 0. Therefore 
y,y& IB( Y, p>lz IB( Y, P,l = rll Yllw’. 
Since B(*;) is symmetric, we have immediately 
(4.10) 
sup 
Y,YEShl 
I&Y, F>I 1 rll ~llw’ 
which implies (2.8). 
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Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
sup 
Y.YES*, 
IN Y, F)I 2 $11 Yllw’+ IIFll9t.3 1 I-11 Yllwll PII, 
which implies (2.7). 
By the Lax-Milgram-BabuSka Theorem, problem (4.8) has a unique solution. 
Let {&}Zi and {wr}!‘=i be bases of &, and Y, respectively; 
0 
for some coefficients ai and bJ. Define 
(4.11) 
THEOREM 4.3 
If (4.9) holds, then v I min {the eigenvalues of A’EA}/max {the eigenvalues of F}. 
Proof. From the definition of v (4.10) and 
jlPTUll$ = arATEAa 
llTullk = a’Fa 
we have 
v = inf 
a’ATEAa 
UE_4lh a’Fa 
5 min {the eigenvalues of A’EA}/max 
{the eigenvalues of F}. cl 
4.4. An alternate theorem on convergence and accuracy 
THEOREM 4.4 
Let T, T*, and the 
Theorem 4.2 hold, then 
data be such that (3.13) holds. If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and 
there exist positive constants C?, and c2 such that 
(~;,h2”llu*l/:+ L1212’11v*11t2) (4.12) 
where M, F, a and p are the constants in (2.1), (2.7) and (3.16). 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 4.4 does not give separate error estimates for u or for v. Actually, when 
Ile& S= Ile&, then (4.12) reduces to 
I141m2~ (I++!) 2C6,h”llu*ll: + ~~212’~~v*ll:) (4.13) 
but no information about e, can be found. Similarly, when lle&,, elle&, then (4.12) reduces to 
ll41,2~ (I+++) ‘(C,hZ”llu*II,2 + ~2;,l”$*11:, (4.14) 
but no information about e. can be found. Furthermore, (4.14) does not distinguish strongly 
stable models from weakly stable models. 
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5.1. A numerical example of weakly stable mixed model 
Consider the one-dimensional second order boundry-value problem 
-U”=XJ, O<x<l; u(O)=u(l)=O (5.1) 
which can be decomposed into two problems: 
u’=u, O<x<l; u(O)=u(l)=O 
-u’=x3. O<x<l. (5.2) 
Problem (5.1) is a special case of problem (1.1) with T = - T* = (dldx), A = 0, and f = x3. 
The associated generalized Green’s formula is simply the formula of integration by parts with 
u(0) = u(1) = 0; i.e. (- II’, u),, = (u, u’k,, where (*;k, denotes the &(O, l)-inner product. 
The equivalent variational problem (4.1) becomes that of finding (u, u) E % x V such that 
(U’-u,t7)0+(il’,u)O=(x3,P)0 V(ri,~)EQXY”, (5.3) 
Next, we want to find out what % and M are, such that problem (5.3) has a unique solution. 
It is obvious that 
for some positive constant 9. On the other hand, there exists some positive constant D, such 
that 
~,llUlll~ Ilu’llo v u E Hn’(O9 1) 
by the Poincare’s inequality. Therefore, if we identify 
42 = Hn’(O, l), gr = Lz(O, 1) 
then (4.6) holds. Thus, problem (5.3) has a unique solution. 
The mixed model (3.20) for this problem is 
H (5.4) 
c 
(d:, f&J)obJ = (X3, 4i)o, i = 1,2,. . . , G. 
=I 
Let k and T be the degrees of interpolating polynomials for u and u. When the same finite 
element mesh is used for both u and u and k s r, then G <H since the boundary conditions are 
imposed only on u, so that the mixed model (5.4) is not strongly stable by Theorem 3.4. When 
the mixed model (5.4) has a unique solution, the a priori estimates by the Oden-Reddy theory 
are 
Ile.ll, = C,h’Ilu*l(m+ czIr+‘I~u*llm 
lle& I C31r+'llu*llm + C4hkllu*llm 
and the a priori error estimate by the alternate approach is 
1141~2 + II402 = (1 +$)2(Clh2kJI~*lJ,2 + C2P+1~j~*l~~2~, 
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Four choices of the degrees of the interpolating polynomials for u and II were tested on the 
computer. The numerical results are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The theoretical results are also 
given in Table 1 for comparison. In each choice, the same finite element mesh is used for both u 
and u so that h = 1. If r < k and the finite element mesh has more than two elements, then 
H < G, and the global stiffness is singular by Theorem 3.3 as the numerical results show. In 
most cases, the theoretical results and the computational results are consistent with each other. 
However, when piecewise linear polynomials are used for interpolating both u and u, the 
numerical asymptotic rate of convergence for u is one order higher than that which the 
Oden-Reddy theory predicts. The reason is not clear yet. 
5.2. A numerical example of strongly stable mixed model 
Consider the one-dimensional fourth order boundary-value problem 
u ,111 _ - x3, OCx<l; u(0) = u( 1) = u”(0) = u”( 1) = 0 (5.5) 
which can be decomposed into two problems: 
U#“U, O<x<l; u(O)=u(l)=O 
t)” = x3, 0cx-c 1; u(O)= u(l)=O. 
(5.6) 
In this example, T = T* = d’/dx*, A = 0, and f = x3. The associated generalized Green’s 
formula is (v”, u)~ = (u, u”)~. 
An equivalent variational problem of (5.6) is to find (u, u) E 91 x V such that 
(u”-u,~)o+(~“,u)o=(x3,~)~ v(li,,)E%xx (5.7) 
which has a unique solution if we identify that 
% = HZ(O, 1) n&*(0, 1). Yf = Lz(O, 1). 
The mixed model is 
G H 
~(O,,~~~~ai=~(o,~,)ob’, 1=1,2 ,..., H 
J=l 
$, (d’i, mr)ob’ = (x3, &)o, 
(5.8) 
i = 1,2,. . . , G. 
Four choices of the degrees of the interpolating polynomials for u and u were tested on the 
computer. The numerical results are given in Table 2 and Fig. 2. In each choice, the same finite 
element mesh is used for both u and u so that h = 1. Let k and r be the degrees of the 
interpolating polynomials for u and u. If r < k, then H < G, and the global stiffness is singular 
by Theorem 3.3; so the numerical results show. If k < r. then G <H, and the mixed model (5.8) 
Table 1. The asymptotic rates of convergence of the mixed models, with mesh size h, of 
theproblemu’=v,-v’=x’,O<x<l,u(O)=u(l)=O 
The The 
degree degree 
of 4i, k of 0,. r 
Numerical results Theoretical results 
(lle”l112 f (lle”l112 •t 
Ile.ll~ Il40 11402)“2 Il4ll IleJl0 lle,llo2)“2 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
Hermite 
cubic 
Linear 
O(h) o(h*) O(h) 
0M3) O(h’) O(h’) 
O(h) o(h) O(h) 
Singular global stiffness 
O(h) o(h) O(h) 
OW’) O(h’) O(h)) 
o(h) Qh) O(h) 
Singular global stiffness 
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I I 
1 2 
.-ln h 
I I 
1 -1nh 2 
1 2 
-In h 
Fig. 1. The approximation errors of the mixed models, with mesh size h, of the problem II’ = U. -19 = x3, 
0 <x < 1, u(0) = u(l) = 0. The degrees of interpolating polynomials for u and v are k and r, respectively. (La) 
k = r = 1. (Lb) k = I = 3. (IX) k = 1, r = 3. Data in terms of -Inilcll, are marked by 0 with asymptote --. Data 
in terms of -lnJJe& are marked by A with asymptote-. Data in terms of -ln(lle.1~,* +jle.11~)“2 are marked by 0 
with asymptote -.-.. 
is not strongly stable by Theorem 3.4. If k = r, then the u priori error estimates by the 
Oden-Reddy theory are 
Ile,ll25 C1hk-‘/~*ll,+ CJ+l(l~*(l_ 
II40 5 G31’+‘llo*llm 
and the a prioti error estimate by the alternate approach is 
lle.1122 + lleJOZ S (1 + ~~~flh”*-‘)lI**j[,+ CJ2(‘+‘)lltP~~,*) 
so the numerical results show. 
Table 2. The asymptotic rates of convergence of the mixed models, with mesh size h, of 
the problem u” = V, u” = x3, 0 c x < 1, U(O) = u(l) = ~(0) = u(l) = 0 
The 
degree 
of $a k 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
The 
degree 
of w,, r 
Linear 
Hermite 
cubic 
Hermite 
cubic 
Linear 
Numerical results Theoretical results 
(lie. IV + 
Il4l2 Ild4 l141,2P2 
(lle”ll2* + 
Ile, II2 II40 lle.l102)“2 
o(k*) 
o(k’) O(k’) o(k’) O(k’) O(k’) o(k2) 
O(k) 
Singular global stiffness Singular global stiffness 
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10 
13 
12 
IT 
10 
9 
c 
7 
6 
/ 
q /( ,2-lnh 
7 
I I 
I I I I 
1 2 2 3 
-In h -In h 
7’ 
j- 
j- 
Fig. 2. The approximation errors of the mixed models, with mesh size /I, of the problem U” = V, 11” =x3, 
0~ x < 1. u(O) = ~(1) = v(O)= ~(1) = 0. The degrees of interpolating polynomials for u and v are k and r, 
respectively. (2.a) k = r = 3, (2.b) k = r = 1, (2.~) k= 1, r = 3. Data in terms of -h$& are marked by 0 with 
asymptote --. Data in terms of -1nllslb are marked by A with asymptote -. Data in terms of 
- In()leul(t2+ J~e,,lJo2)“2 are marked by 0 with asymptote -+.. 
Other numerical results worth special attention are that piecewise linear polynomials 
vanishing at x = 0 and 1, which obviously do not belong to H*(O, 1) nH,,‘(O, l), can also be used 
for interpolating II successfully if, instead of (5.7), we use other equivalent variational problems 
-(u’, l7’)0-(u, go- (3, u’)o = (x3, a0 (5.9) 
or 
(4 ‘00 - (u, 5)o + (li, 0’70 = (x3, P)o. (5.10) 
Equations (5.9,5.10) are obtained from (5.7) through integration by parts. In such a manner, we 
shift the smoothness requirement from the interpolating polynomials for u to the interpolating 
polynomials for u. That is, by restricting Y to a smaller space p C Sr, we can pick up 
interpolating polynomials for u from a bigger space % > %. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we analyze the mixed finite element method for the boundary-value problem 
(1.1) with homogeneous boundary conditions which can be divided into two problems (1.2). An 
equivalent variational statement of (1.2) is (4.7), which has a unique solution if there exist 
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positive constants D, and D2 such that, V u E %, 
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Dill& 5 llTullv when A = 0, Dlllull$ allTully’+ Ilully’ when A > 0. 
Assume that (4.6) and (4.9) hold and define Y by (4.10). Then (4.8), a mixed model of (1.2), has a 
unique solution if v# 0. 
The mixed finite element method can be applied to find an approximate solution to (1.2) only 
when both (4.7) and (4.8) have unique solutions. Let (u*, v*) and (U*, V*) be the solutions of 
(4.7) and (4.8), respectively. Let T, T*, and the data be such that % C H”(fl), SrC HP(R), and 
(u*, v*) E I$“@) x H’(Q) c H”(Q) x HP(a). Define the approximation errors e, E U* - u*, 
e, f v * - V*. Then, we obtain another a priori error estimate for the mixed model (4.8): 
IlGllfn2 + IlGllp2 = (1 +~);wllu*ll:+ f2zl”llv*llt2) 
where c’s are positive constants and u = min(k+l-m,s-m), b=min(r+l-p, t-p), 
where k and r are the degrees of interpolating polynomials for u and v, respectively. 
Let G and H be the dimensions of Ju,, and N,, respectively. Two theorems are proved. First, 
the mixed model (4.8) is not weakly stable if H < G or if A > 0 and -l/A equals any eigenvalue 
of the matrix (CB-‘A)-‘D, where A, B, C, and D are defined in (3.21). Second, the mixed model 
(4.8) is not strongly stable if A = 0 and G < H. 
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